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COMMODORE FREE REVIEW
BOMB MANIA BY PROTOVISION
Firstly get a four player adaptor then plug in 4 joysticks and
play this, of course you will need to have at least 4 friends to
get the full benefit of the game otherwise you will need 1 other friend as you cant play against the commuter in this version
of the classic bomb game

blowing up bits of wall will reveal them, some are nice others
not so nice.
The graphics are good and the music excellent, I know for a
fact when you beat the opposition you will be jumping around
like mad shouting “in your face losers” then back for another
game, Too many hours have been lost with me playing this
game. Its one of PROTOVISONS Full price range at 13 euro’s
and you can tell why a demo is available, follow the links from
here head for the shop in your preferred language
http://www.protovision-online.de/
various levels add to the variety with pipes to climb in oh and
watch out for the bombing ghosts Ha in your face losers!
Ok you played the demo now try to stop whistling the in
game music (ha ha cant can you see what I mean, you will
now wake up singing this!)

From the splash screen you know something is going to be
very special And launching the game doesn’t disappoint in any
way
The idea of the game is to blow up all the opposition so you are
the last man standing, the game has appeared on a variety of
systems and versions for the Commodore 64 exist, but something is special about this version.

The frustrating game pay the jazzy boppy music, heck I have
played this game over and over with friends, hours of time
laughing and joking and still stone sober! Commodore Scene
used to have a display with a 4 player adaptor and this game
on; and the stand was always crowded with people wowing at
the game and asking “where can I get this”.
The game play becomes obsessive the only downside of course
is you need friends to pay as there is no computer opponent
option, you can of course cheat and start the other players
yourself but where is the fun in that, especially if you blow
yourself up and still don’t win, Various power-ups exist and

REVIEW
COMMODORE FREE
Graphics
8/10
Sounds
9/10
Gameplay 10/10 Yep honestly
Overall

9/10
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